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Abstract

National reporting organizations and regulatory bodies for the minerals and mining sector are requiring publicly reported Ore-Reserve estimates to take account of uncertainties. Whilst methodologies that account for physical uncertainty appear relatively well developed, methodologies which can take account of economic uncertainty appear much less so. To counter this shortfall, we present an efficient and general methodology which can quantify the effect of price uncertainty within reserve estimates, providing both the expected reserve size and the associated distribution (box whisker plot). This statistical information can be used by interested parties to understand precisely where the reserve risks lie, which we highlight in a worked example.
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1. Introduction

Publicly reported mineral reserve estimates for mining projects contain numerous types of uncertainty and must be made to regulatory standards (Weatherstone, 2008). Such reserve estimates inform not only corporate investors (Morley et al., 1999), but also environmental debate (Mudd, 2007), local communities (Otto, 2010) and policy decisions (Hodges, 1995). The underlying uncertainties are clearly forms of Modifying Factors, which are stated influences upon the determination of reserve estimates (CRISCO, 2011). These uncertainties come from diverse sources, such as geological estimates and unpredictability in the future commodity price (Dimitrakopoulos and Sabour, 2007). However, whilst reserve estimation methodologies which account for physical uncertainty appear relatively well developed (Stoker, 2011; Wang et al., 2010; Yamamoto, 1999), defensible methodologies for including economic uncertainty into reserve estimates appear much less so. This apparent methodological absence is not due to a lack of necessity, as economic uncertainty is one of the most dominant issues facing modern mining operations (Deloitte, 2011) and is a “critical” component in the making of reserve estimates (Dominy et al., 2002). This point is further evidenced by a ten year review of North American gold mining operations, which showed that the single largest cause for mine closures was a decline in gold price (Moel and Tufano, 2002).

Specific regulators and national reporting organizations produce guidelines that provide minimum standards for mineral reserve reports. In so far as they define a ‘reserve’ to be the portion of the total orebody that is economic to extract, it is clear that variations in price alter reserve projections (Ray, 1984). As such, regulatory guidelines for reserve estimates should (strictly) take account of potential economic variability over the whole lifetime of the project (Ludwig et al., 1993). Such guidelines include the Securities and Exchanges Commission (SEC) Industry Guide 7, the United Nations Framework for Classification for Solid Fuels and Mineral Reserves, the Committee for Mineral Reserves International Reporting Standards (CRISCO) International Reporting Template, and the Australian Stock Exchanges’ JORC code. All of these guidelines make similar distinctions between the reporting of ‘Probable’ and ‘Proven’ reserves (Weatherstone, 2008), which clearly reflect degrees of certainty around the reserve estimates. Further, the JORC code makes it mandatory for reserve reports to convey a level of “confidence in the estimate” (Stoker, 2011), implying that additional statistical measures such as quartiles or error bars, must also be calculated and published in the reserve reports (Dominy et al., 2002). Yet as previously mentioned, methodologies for taking account of economic uncertainty in reserve estimates appear sparse (Afshin et al., 2009), implying a shortfall exists between what existing technologies can deliver and what significant regulators require.

Concurrent to the development in reporting requirements, advances have been made in methodologies that produce reserve valuations which include price uncertainty over the lifetime of the project (Abdel Sabour and Dimitrakopoulos, 2011; Grobler et al., 2011; Chen and Forsyth, 2007; Thompson et al., 2004; Slade, 2001). These methodologies rely upon finding the additional value that a responsive or adaptive operating regime would provide, when compared to a deterministic one, e.g. the cost saving effect that abandoning a mining operation has if the commodity price falls sufficiently far. Equations which
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1By ‘economic uncertainty’, we mean financial uncertainties (such as those found in commodity prices, interest rates and foreign exchange rates) that continuously impact upon a mines extraction status up until expiry.

2Whilst the methodological shortfall was noted by these authors, their motivational study only considered the effect of uncertainty in the pre-extraction planning stages of the mine.


\(^1\)clearly-one-could-alter-the-name-of-these-definitions-without-altering-any-of-the-concepts-or-methodology.so-while-this-distinction-is-large-technically-we-have-chosen-it-as-it-seems-broadly-in-keeping-with-the-spirit-of-the-jorc-code.

2. Reserve Estimation Methodology


A-common-assumption-within-the-study-of-mathematical-finance-is-for-the-price-process-S\(_t\)-to-be-described-by-the-general-form

\[
dS_t = a(S_t,t)dt + b(S_t,t)dB
\]


The-(mathematical)-state-space-of-this-store-like\(^4\)-problem-is-given-by-(S\(_t\),Q\(_t\),t),where-Q\(_t\)-is-the-level-of-ore-remaining-within-the-mine-(brennan-and-schwartz,1985;chen-and-forsyth,2007).the-reduction-in-Q\(_t\)-is-determined-by-the-rate-of-extraction-\(q = q(S_t,Q_t,t)\)-from-the-mine.during-a-small-increment-of-time-the-amount-extracted-can-be-written-as

\[
dQ_t = -qdt,
\]

which-is-in-the-form-of-a-(trivial)-stochastic-differential-equation.


\[
R = E_x\left(\int_0^{t^*} qdt\right).
\]

where-t^*-(the-possibly-random)-time-at-which-extraction-ceases-either-due-to-mine-exhaustion-or-mine-abandonment,-and-E_x-is-the-expectation-given-the-initial-conditions-x = (S_0,Q_0,t = 0).since-R-is-the-total-amount-expected-to-be

\(^4\)we-referto-a-‘store’-because-the-mathematical-class-of-this-problem-belongsto-one-in-which-a-form-of-store-is-to-be-controlled,-where-in-this-instance-the-store-is-the-amount-of-ore.-related-problems-can-be-found-in-water-management,oil-extraction-and-gas-storage-(often-these-problems-also-involve-forms-of-refilling,-which-this-paper-does-not-need-to-consider).
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extracted, and clearly takes account of uncertainty, we refer to this as the reserve size.

As well as the closure decision, the cut-off grade strategy will clearly also alter the reserve estimate. Such a strategy might be calculated under a deterministic price assumption (as commonly used within the planning stages of mining (Whittle and Whittle, 2007; Monkhouse and Yeates, 2005; Osanloo and Ataei, 2003)) or under an uncertain price environment (Johnson et al., 2011). Yet whichever assumption is selected, they still both give rise to a form of abandonment surface $S^*(Q, t)$ and extraction rate strategy $q(S, Q, t)$. Since the presented mathematics is general to all forms of $S^*$ and $q$, it means that our methodology is compatible with any mines prescribed cut-off grade strategy and closure criteria.

With the expectation given by equation 3 and the processes defined by equations 1 and 2, we are in a position to employ the well-known Feynman-Kac partial differential equation (PDE) (Øksendal, 2003), which enables one to efficiently calculate the size of expectation in question. The fact that the Feynman-Kac equation is very general, means that one can use it to calculate expectations beyond just that of equation 3. Indeed, for the purposes of this paper, we must calculate two such expectations: the expected reserve size and the expected probability of project completion. This second expectation is required so as to determine the percentiles of the reserve distribution, which can be used to view the spread of reserve risk (which we choose to determine the percentiles of the reserve distribution), requires calculation of the probability of project completion throughout the full solution space, and then find the $Q_0$ whose initial probability of full extraction is $X\%$. Mathematically, one is searching for the root $(Q_0)$ of the inverse problem: $P^{-1}(S_0, Q_0^*, 0) = X\% = 0$.

The fact that one needs to first calculate the probability of project completion throughout the $Q$ dimension, means the PDE approach presented here is particularly efficient, in that only two iterations of algorithms are required. Conversely, the fact that one does not initially know $Q_0$, means that a Monte-Carlo approach would be much more time-intensive; a simulation would have to be run for each possible initial reserve size, magnifying the required number of iterations.

Under the same conditions used to derive the closed-form solution of equation 5 (geometric Brownian motion and constant $q$ and $S^*$), a closed form solution to equation 6 was presented in Evatt et al. (2011) that an equation with identical mathematical structure to equation 4, has an exact closed form solution given by

$$\bar{R} = qT - \int_0^T \frac{q \log(S'/S^*)(T - z)}{2\pi\sigma^2z^3} \exp\left(\frac{(\log(S'/S^*) - \alpha^2z)^2}{2\sigma^2z}\right)dz,$$

where $\alpha = 1/2 - \mu/\sigma^2$. This result could be used by practitioners who wish to more easily study the effect the option to abandon has upon reserve estimates. Calculation of this integral could be made within a spreadsheet via standard integration methods, such as Simpson’s Rule.

2.2. Reserve Distribution

The methodology we use to determine specified percentiles of the reserve distribution, requires calculation of the probability of project completion $P$. Whilst the derivation of the probability of completion is fully detailed in Evatt et al. (2011), we replicate the resulting PDE here so as to clarify the methodology for the reader:

$$\frac{\partial P}{\partial t} - q \frac{\partial P}{\partial Q} + \frac{b^2}{2} \frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial S^2} + \alpha \frac{\partial P}{\partial S} = 0 \quad (6)$$

Once $P$ has been calculated, one must invert this calculation to find the reserve size that gives rise to a given probability of mine completion, and then repeat this process for each required percentile. For example, if one wished to know the initial ($t = 0$) amount of ore that was $X\%$ likely to be fully extracted, $Q_0^*$, one must first calculate the probability of project completion throughout the full solution space, and then find the $Q_0^*$ whose initial probability of full extraction is $X\%$. Mathematically, one is searching for the root $(Q_0)$ of the inverse problem: $P^{-1}(S_0, Q_0^*, 0) - X\% = 0$.

Because $q$ must be averaged for this result to hold, one cannot use this equation to determine the approximate effect of a price-varying cut-off grade strategy, if there was one.
Evatt et al. (2011) (equation 4.11). Again, that result could be used to determine accurate approximate solutions to the spread of reserve risk in the same root-finding manner as that described above, but this time via a more simple solution methodology than might otherwise be available.

3. Results

We now apply our methodology to a case study open pit mine, as used in Evatt et al. (2011), which has a resource size measured in tonnes of gold. The original data was supplied by Gencor Software International, and represents a block by block extraction schedule from a series of nested pits (calculated using the Gemcom-Whittle algorithm). Whilst the focus of this paper does not critically depend up how the extraction schedule was determined, we note that the schedule is made inclusive of stockpiling and cut-off grade considerations, under an assumption of a deterministic price. Furthermore, all prices within this paper have been normalized to a (supplied) reference level.

To provide a worked example, we must specify a more precise form of the price process. Without loss of generality, we choose the price to follow a geometric Brownian motion: \( a = \mu S \) and \( b = \sigma S \). To make our results easily repeatable, this example assumes a constant (normalized) abandonment price, as calculated via an approximation shown in Evatt et al. (2011) (equation 3.4). With this in mind, we specify our example parameter values to be:

\[
\mu = 0\% \text{ yr}^{-1}, \quad \sigma = 30\% \text{ yr}^{-1}, \quad T = 15 \text{ yr}^{-1}, \quad q = 1950 \text{ tonnes yr}^{-1}, \quad S^* = 0.51.
\]

Using the above parameter values, we now solve equations 4 and 6 to determine the associated reserve risk. The fact that we are using constant (averaged) values for \( q \) and \( S^* \), means that it would be possible for users to replicate our results either through numerical methods or their closed-form solutions. The results are shown in Figure 1 where the continuous bold line is the behavior of the expected reserve size (as a fraction of the resource size) as one varies the initial ore price. To provide information regarding the spread of reserve risk, the associated box whisker plots are also plotted, where each point of the box denotes the fraction of ore that is \( X \)% likely to be extracted. Within the box-whisker plot, the ends of the whiskers represent the \( X = 5\% \) and \( X = 95\% \) levels, the ends of the boxes are the \( X = 25\% \) and \( X = 75\% \) levels and the bold line contained within the box is the median value (\( X = 50\% \)).

Figure 1 also demonstrates that the distribution of the reserve size for a given ore price is non-symmetric, where the skew depends upon the initial conditions of the system, and the inter-quartile range can be in excess of 50%. Also, the spread of the distribution decreases for higher prices, reflecting the associated lower probability of project abandonment. This quantitative picture for the spread of reserve risk is complemented by the empirical study of Moel and Tuffano (2002), which demonstrated how lower gold prices can significantly affect the amount of ore recovered from a mine.

To highlight the sensitivity of the reserve size distribution to price volatility, Figure 2 shows two results that use the same parameters as before, but with the price volatility decreased to \( \sigma = 20\% \) (Figure 2 left) and increased to \( \sigma = 40\% \) (Figure 2 right). Since increased volatility infers increased uncertainty of the future price level, one would expect a larger likelihood of mine abandonment, and thus a smaller expected reserve size; this is confirmed by the results.

A natural point to investigate next, is to see how sensitive the reserve distribution to the size of the resource. To make a fair comparison, we vary the previous examples resource size by \( \pm 33\% \). The reserve size distribution for the larger mine is shown in Figure 3 right, and the reserve size distribution for the smaller mine is shown in Figure 3 left. Due to the increased potential lifetime of the larger mine, it is more likely that the price might decline far enough so as to warrant abandoning the operation, and therefore the larger mine carries with it a lower expected percentage of ore to be extracted (although, in absolute terms the expected quantity is obviously larger).

4. Discussion

This methodology is very well suited to take account of the core (price-sensitive) decisions relating to the operational state of the mine, such as abandoning, mothballing or expansion (Dixit and Pindyck, 1994). Additional decisions are obviously available to the operator, and could often be accounted for by this methodology. However, it must be remembered that this methodology concerns decisions which significantly contribute to the reserve estimate specifically via economic variations, rather than geophysical ones (for which other approaches are available Rendu (2002)). In addition, one can side-step certain aspects of mine planning (such as the option to switch the location of extraction within a given mine), by simply using an averaged ore-grade value (Wang et al., 2010).

The fact that the expected reserve size is both not intensive to calculate and could be obtained via appropriate Monte-Carlo methods, means that this quantity could be used by practitioners without a background in mathematics. To this effect, the closed form solution given by equation 5 should help practitioners even further. The calculation for the spread of reserve risk is slightly more involved, but as the results clearly demonstrate, there is a lot of valuable information contained within the whisker plots which can be helpful in a extraction projects risk assessment. In addition, calculating the distribution of the reserve risk explicitly answers calls made by Dominy et al. (2002), for further statistical information to be provided within publicly reported reserve estimates. As such, the (relatively modest) additional involvement required to calculate the box whisker plots, might well be worth the effort.
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We are able to conduct this experiment in a transparent like-for-like manner, by assuming the ore grade within the earth is homogeneous, and thus most variables and mine planning considerations can be treated as identical in each situation (with particular note to the fixed \( S^* \)). Practically, this is achieved by changing the potential operating lifetime of the mine to \( T = 10 \) and \( T = 20 \) years and maintaining all other parameter values as fixed within
Global mining operations will continue to have economic uncertainty as a significant consideration (Deloitte, 2011; Riseborough, 2011; Swanepoel, 2010) and improvements for quantifying the associated risks will continue to be sought by regulators (SEC, 2011). It is therefore clear that a variety of uncertainties (Modifying Factors) should be considered within a reserve estimate. We have already noted that ore-grade uncertainty is better utilized in reserve estimates than economic uncertainty. So beyond our explicit consideration of price uncertainty, one might wish to also consider including operating cost uncertainty (Dehghani and Ataee-pour, 2012), or interest rate and foreign exchange risk (provided they can be written in the form of a stochastic process, which these mentioned uncertainties generally can). Fortunately, the modelling approach we have used (the Feynman-Kac equation), is designed so as to include multiple uncertainties, and thus equation 4 and 6 can easily be extended to higher dimensions. Some care must be taken though, as the addition of further uncertain terms rapidly causes the
problem to be intractable to solve in real time. However, the fact that within Financial Option modelling, one generally sees the price uncertainty to capture the vast majority of added information, and including additional uncertainty tends to have rapidly decreasing effects upon the results, this should help alleviate some concerns in regards accuracy of this more general modelling approach.

5. Conclusions

The consequence of a mine owner conducting an operating regime that responds to price fluctuations, is that a risk surrounds the amount one hopes to extract prior to closure (either through cut-off grade changes or abandonment due to unfavourable prices). This paper has presented a methodology that enables this Modifying Factor of price uncertainty to be included within such a reserve estimate. By making a suitable definition of resource and reserve, we have been able to derive an understandable measure of reserve risk, that directly reflects the possible effect of changing operational status. It is hoped that this measure of risk will be useful in the reporting of mineral resources and reserves, where significant regulators are increasingly wanting company statements to take account of uncertainty.

The methodology can also be used to provide practitioners with a measure of confidence in their estimate, which is also being called for within mineral reporting codes (Stoker, 2011). Furthermore, the fact that our methodology is founded in well-understood and transparent science, and appears general to all manner of mining operations (open pit, underground, dynamic/static cut-off grade, multi-ore mines etc), should act in its favour. That said, there is clearly some barrier to entry in the implementation of such mathematical technology; it is hoped that the approximation to the expected reserve size, equation 5, will help mitigate some of this potential difficulty, since it may be calculated using using basic numerical skills upon a standard spreadsheet package. Besides, despite new regulatory requirements occasionally being burdensome for some organizations, it is suggested that mining companies will welcome new methodologies which can contribute to improvements in the reserve estimation process (Snowden, 2001). Consequently, it is hoped that the methodology presented here, is a viable way for helping bridge a gap between industrial practice and regulatory standards for mineral reserve reporting.
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7 As a crude rule of thumb for problems such as these, it would currently be difficult to consider more than three stochastic uncertainties.


